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2020 CWS Aussie Mixed Dozen $279 (Value $356) 

 
Wine lovers are currently in the midst of a golden age in this country.   

 
Innovative Australian wine with assured style, personality, quality and depth is so readily available. It deserves 

your support. There’s profound delight and discovery for drinkers to know the stories of the land, farming, 
regions and grapes behind their wines. And the thoughtful adaptations these growers are making to changes 
in climate, culture and economics.  Even with their remarkable diversity, the emergent thread in these wines 

is the attention to texture, nuance and flavour dimension. 
 
2020 Adelina Riesling, Clare Valley SA $26 
From one of Australia's most exciting producers, this is made from top tier riesling fruit hailing 
from the mature Gully Valley vineyard in Watervale.  With ripe lemon and spice aromatics and 
a textured palate, this is precise and taut with chalky minerality. Great paired with something 
fragrant and spicy. 
 
2017 Yarra Peaks Primavera Chardonnay, Yarra Valley VIC $26 
Primavera vineyards supply fruit to prolific Valley producers like De Bortoli and Giant Steps.  
This is nothing but testament to what top quality growers they are. From rich red Upper Yarra 
soils, this is tight and crisp, with pleasantly showy citrus fruit, and a soft mealy character dancing 
in the background. Super refreshing style for Yarra chardonnay fans. 
 
2020 Airlie Bank Gris On Skin, Yarra Valley VIC $22 
A tumultuous 2020 vintage proved challenging for Tim Shand with the looming pressure of 
small crops, disease, and early tannin ripeness.  The extra attention demanded by the fruit 
resulted in a wine showing even more clarity and freshness than the 2019 edition. A 50/50 mix 
of skins and whole bunches bring out a wonderful intensity to this wine.  Striking acidity, and a 
core of fleshy, fragrant fruit is all wrapped together by neat savoury characters. 
 
2019 Fleet Wines Rosé, Sunbury VIC $28 
Former CWS shop manager Lisa Jenkins and her winemaking husband Justin, make this rosé 
from selected biodynamic vineyards at Galli Estate.  Blended from cabernet and syrah grown on 
fine, dark red Sunbury clay soils, this style is ripe and round, with red currant-like fruit flavours 
- finishing with a mouth-watering lick of acidity.  
 
2019 Monopole Pinot Noir, Yarra Valley VIC $38 
We make this pinot noir in collaboration with our talented friends at Punt Road Wines and 
with each vintage we‘re honing our craft. Three times a year, our staff head out to prune, pick 
and help blend our block of pinot (Block 5).  Fragrant and fleshy black plums and cherries allied 
with a hint of earth, form a silky rolling palate. 
 
2019 Yangarra Roussanne, McLaren Vale, SA $34 
A tricky variety to master away from its northern Rhône homeland, Yangarra produces truly 
stylish Australian roussanne. Despite a warm vintage, winemaker Pete Fraser has crafted a fresh 
yet textural wine. Gorgeous, expressive, ripe white and yellow stone fruit is accented by subtle 
exotic florals of lily and orchid blossom.   
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2017 Devil’s Cave Vineyard Shiraz, Heathcote VIC $37 
From a place steeped in history, the actual Devil's Cave is situated behind the vineyard on the 
McIvor Range.  This was at one-time, a place of refuge from the elements for Heathcote’s gold 
prospectors. With its attractive magenta hue and polished dark berry fruit flavours, this red is 
further leavened with extra layers of herbal flavour from the use of whole bunches.  Drink with 
dishes of equal intensity – a low, slow braise would be perfect.      
 
2017 Silent Way, Pinot Noir, Kilmore VIC $26 
This name takes inspiration from avant garde jazz pioneer Miles Davis - a genius, innovator, and 
supreme master of his craft. The sparing, minimalist essence behind Miles’ masterpiece ‘In a 
Silent Way’, is championed in these personal wines of the illustrious Matt Harrop and his wife 
Tamara Grischy.  Sourced from Kilmore’s Quarry Ridge vineyard, this is free flowing, light, 
friendly young vine pinot, with a dense and luscious palate.  
 
2017 A. Rodda, Cuvée de Chez Cabernet Blend, Beechworth VIC $37 
Adrian Rodda always underlines the real depth of Beechworth fruit in his wines. This 
interpretation of the traditional Bordeaux blend is no exception. Cabernet brings backbone 
and classic black fruit.  Merlot contributes a symphony of spice and wild herbs.  A seasoning 
touch of cabernet franc, petit verdot and malbec for perfume, structure, and roundness. If you 
can’t make it to Beechworth’s High country and open fires this season, this is perfect for a 
cosy night in.  
 
2018 S.C. Pannell Basso Garnacha, McLaren Vale SA $28 
Whatever you like to call it, this grape is revered in the McLaren.  This comes from one of the 
region’s most award winning, prestigious winemakers. Stephen Pannell's plethora of 
achievements include: the Jimmy Watson Trophy, McLaren Vale Bushing King winner and 
International Red Winemaker of the Year.  And he’s a genuine, thoughtful and great guy too! 
Nouveau styled, with perfectly pitched red fruits and a plush sumptuous palate. Play with this; 
drink it chilled down or alternatively in big swirling glasses with good company.  
 
2018 Place of Changing Winds Syrah NO.2, Bullengarook VIC $29 
This passion project between Rob Walters, owner of prominent wine wholesaler Bibendum, 
and Crozes-Hermitage icon Alain Graillot, showcases an alternate representation of syrah. 
From an Australian region synonymous with powerhouse reds, this style is more reminiscent of 
elegantly fragrant Northern Rhône numbers.  Organic vineyard practices, use of whole cluster 
fruit and aging in neutral oak, give way to a syrah with exceptional energy and drive.  
 
2018 Nick Spencer Medium Dry Red, Gundagai NSW $29 
Despite battling this year's monumental bush fires, Nick Spencer continues to produce 
masterful cool climate wines. This is inspired by the great old Australian red styles of the 1960s 
and 1970s, whilst also highlighting Nick’s extensive knowledge in fruit sourcing and blending in 
this region.  A classic base of shiraz and cabernet sauvignon come together with tempranillo 
and touriga for a contemporary twist.  Lush blue fruit, and violets sing harmoniously from the 
glass, while crunchy acidity and silky tannin leave this wine ready for the long haul.  
 
 

Enjoy! 
 


